
CONCRETE ISn't ALL 
IT'S CRACKED UP TO BE.

WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT?



CONCRETE 101

There are two guarantees you get with concrete: it’s going to harden; it’s going to crack.

If you’re seeing new or deepened cracks on your concrete surfaces, knowing when – and how – to 
intervene are keys to formulating the most effective maintenance plan.

To start, let’s go back to Concrete 101 and talk about how these cracks got there in the first place.

A concrete slab is only as good as the prepared sub base underneath. A sound concrete slab needs 
a firm, yet porous sub base to ensure longevity. A compacted stone base that is at least 4 inches or 
more in thickness is required to provide a firm foundation for the concrete slab and ensure proper 
water flow.

There are basically three culprits 
of damaged concrete:

 - The use of salt or other   
  de-icers during winter 

 -  Faulty concrete sub 
  bases that are not   
  structurally supportive 

 -  Faulty concrete sub bases  
  that retain water due to   
  poor drainage



How do de-icers impact concrete?

De-icers, such as calcium chloride or rock salt, react with moisture, 
change the temperature and melt the ice. The de-icer chemicals then 
infuse with the water, lay on the concrete surface and are absorbed 
into the tiny, porous cracks in the concrete. Concrete is like a sponge. 
A rigid sponge, but a sponge nonetheless.

Once that water gets into the pores, or microscopic channels, it can 
easily re-freeze due to common drops in temperature, which makes 
the pores expand and causes “spalling” or “pitting” damage. This 
reaction is commonly known as “freeze and thaw cycles”.

Remember, however, it’s not the salt that actually causes the 
concrete to fail, but it can expose a deficiency in the concrete mix. If 
concrete is mixed correctly, poured correctly and sealed well, it will 
be virtually unaffected by salt and de-icer exposure. 

Why would a weak sub base cause cracks on the surface?

Concrete is the only building material that can actually get stronger 
over time, but it has virtually no flexibility. Therefore, if water puddles 
underneath, it may freeze, expand and cause the slab to lift. When 
it lifts, it may cause cracks, enlarge existing cracks, or allow dirt and 
debris to enter and keep the pad from settling back in place when 
the ice thaws.

How can I help prevent cracks?

Applying sealer to the surface and filling the expansion joints with a 
flexible caulking could limit or prevent cracks. 

To seal the surface, it is suggested to use a penetrating concrete 
sealer. These sealers penetrate the concrete’s surface and fill the 
small voids in the slab, leaving no room for liquids to collect. Apply 
the sealer as soon as the new slab can accept foot traffic and reapply 
annually for best results. 

Fill concrete expansion joints with a high quality, urethane caulking 
designed for concrete slabs. Keeping these joints filled will help 
prevent water and debris from migrating to the sub base and causing 
sub base problems.
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When should you be concerned about a crack?

Now that we know how the cracks got there, when is it time to do something about 
them? 

Cracked concrete looks bad and can reflect negatively on your business, but even 
more importantly, it can be a safety concern. The Americans with Disabilities Act 
defines a trip hazard as “any vertical change greater than 1/4”. Hairline cracks are 
acceptable and expected. Left untreated, however, winter conditions can allow 
water to get into the cracks and either make them worse or create heaving and new 
cracks. When a hairline crack begins to widen, it should be addressed immediately.

Repair, resurface or replace?

You find you have a major crack in your concrete, so what is the best way to handle 
it? For starters, don’t jump too quickly into thinking you need to replace it. There’s a 
case to be made for a less disruptive solution.

The absolute “have to replace” situation is when the sub base is unstable and the 
slab shows signs of obvious movement. At that point the concrete has lost its 
integrity. Another example is a weight related crack that results in a shattered mirror 
effect on the concrete. Typically this is caused by a vehicle or heavy equipment 
brought in on a pad that wasn’t designed to hold it. 

If your concrete is pitted and worn, but is still structurally sound, you might be able 
to avoid the time and disruption inherent in replacing your concrete by repairing and 
resurfacing it instead. In fact, age may actually work in your favor because older 
concrete has settled and already passed the “good concrete mix” test of time. 
If you’re unsure if your concrete slab is structurally sound, it is wise to have an 
experienced contractor take a look before determining if you should resurface or 
replace.

Why your bias should be to repair/resurface before deciding to replace?

It makes sense on many levels to avoid replacing your concrete when repair/
resurfacing is a viable option. For starters, consider the disruption factor. On a pad 
of concrete built for vehicle traffic, you’ll face a minimum of a 10-day shutdown for a 
replacement job; three day minimum for foot-traffic areas. Furthermore, you’ll have 
jackhammers, dump trucks, backhoes, landscaping and more to deal with – plus the 
sub base will need to be recreated after the concrete is removed. 



[

NOT EVERYONE 
CAN INSTALL AN 
EPOXY OVERLY
Installing an epoxy overlay 
is a specialty service. It’s, 
in effect, an engineered 
concrete, that needs to be 
installed by an experienced 
contractor. When resurfacing 
with epoxies, look for 
a concrete resurfacing 
contractor who can show a 
documented track record and 
recent references, as well as 
extensive familiarity with the 
materials being used.

Concrete sidewalks, driveways, and floors can be worn and 
pitted, but still be considered structurally sound. Also take 
in account that an aged concrete slab has very little risk of 
further settlement or movement.

Consider installing a sealed, epoxy-resin overlay to the 
surface of your concrete. Epoxy-based systems can be 2-3 
times stronger than conventional concrete, are able to seal 
the surface to prevent water and other substances from 
penetrating it and can considerably extend the life of your 
concrete slab.

Resurfacing with an epoxy overlay concrete also typically 
costs less than replacement, and it comes with many 
added benefits: 

 - Much quicker project turnaround  
  (1-2 days compared to 10 days for replacement) 

 - Stronger, sealed, non-porous surface 

 - Decorative color options 

 - Resistance to salt and most chemicals. 

 - Slip resistant profile 

 - Warranty
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